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Abstract
We study the deformation of nano{scale polymer lms which are subject
to external bending forces by means of computer simulation. The polymer
is represented by a generalized bead{spring{model, intended to reproduce
characteristic features of n{alkanes. The lm is loaded by the action of a
prismatic blade which is pressed into the polymer bulk from above and a
pair of columns which support the lm from below. The interaction between
blade and support columns and the polymer is modelled by the repulsive
part of a Lennard-Jones potential. For di erent system sizes as well as for
di erent chainlengths, this nano{scale experiment is simulated by molecular
dynamics methods. Our results allow us to give a rst characterization of
deformed states for such lms. We resolve the kinetic and the dynamic stage
of the deformation process in time and access the length scale between discrete
particle and continuum mechanics behaviour. For the chainlengths considered
here, we nd that the deformation process is dominated by shear. We observe
strangling e ects for the lm and deformation uctuations in the steady state.

THE FILM BENDING EXPERIMENT
Nano{scale deformation processes are dicult to deal with. Typical systems may consist
of 104 to 106 interacting particles but are still too coarse to apply continuum mechanics
concepts directly. Computer simulation can ll the gap. In the following, we consider the
e ect of bending forces on polyethylene lms with an equilibrium thickness of approximately
75 
A. Our perspective is somewhat di erent from that of a large group of computer studies
on polymers which mainly address the bulk properties of the material. We do not restrict
ourselves to equilibrium situations or perturbations around equilibrium, and it is not clear
from the beginning if our results can be interpreted in terms of a linear viscoelastic response.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, our simulations take place in a more complicated geometry than
usual and the material undergoes considerable deformations. We consider surface e ects
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FIG. 1. The building blocks of the computer experiment.

and the interaction between polymer and rigid bodies which are pressed into the bulk. The
problem as a whole also involves the search for a set of parameters which qualify for a concise
description of what we are looking at.
The present line of work started with the indentation simulations of Hapke [1]. In these
computer experiments, a rigid tip is pressed into the material to probe the resistance of
the polymer surface. The indentation depth of the tip and a number of related parameters
are recorded and analyzed. It became clear that this approach to nano{mechanics can
be extended to more complicated situations. In addition to the investigation of nano{
indentation and its connection to surface hardness and degradation, we can also contribute
to elds of interest in nano{technology, like nano{bending, nano{forging, and nano{milling.
In the next sections, we rst describe the modelling of the bulk polymer and the interaction
between polymer and solid bodies. We sketch the geometry of the computer experiment
and mention some essential features of the simulation program. We then indicate a simple
way to analyze the data from the computational deformation experiments and apply the
method to data from various simulation runs. In particular, we look at the cross section
displacement, the variable lm thickness, the time development of the indentation depth,
and the local density eld in the bulk next to the invading body. Finally we summarize our
ndings and outline some possibilities for further research.

The polyethylene model
In computer experiments on the nano{mechanics of amorphous media, one typically
has to model a number of di erent subsystems, including bulk polymer (chain molecules
or polymer networks), free polymer surfaces, the interaction between polymer and tools
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(possibly manufactured from metal), and the behaviour of the tools themselves [1]. Each
subsystem can be modelled on a di erent level of sophistication. We have to follow the
motion of the monomers in the polymer chains, but are not interested in the dynamics of
the electron gas in the metal tool. In what follows, we employ a standard model for chain
molecules. New technical aspects of our work mainly concern the implementation of rigid
geometries representing the solid tools and supports which can act onto the material. For the
polymer, however, we use a common bead{spring model with some extensions to capture the
essential features of polyethylene chains [1]. In addition to harmonic chain forces which keep
the bond lengths next to the equilibrium value, we model the uctuation of bond angles,
again by a quadratic potential. Between monomers which do not participate in mutual
bond length or bond angle interactions, Lennard{Jones forces are acting, both to model an
excluded volume e ect and to hold the polymer lm together (the total energy in all our
simulations is negative, the system is in a bound state). Note that we neglect any torsional
potential in the present study. To be explicit, the Hamiltonian of the polyethylene model is
of the form
= Hbondlength + Hbondangle + HLJ ;
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Models of this kind have been described at various places in the literature (e.g. Ref. [2], and,
for speci c details, Ref. [1]), so we can be short here. Let us only mention that we implement
the Lennard{Jones interaction using the linked cell algorithm [2]. At the cuto distance,
we restore continuity in energy and force by appropriate shifts. The time stepping is done
through the velocity form of the Verlet algorithm. The simulation program can be run in
various major modes: pure molecular dynamics, molecular dynamics with velocity scaling
(as a brute force approach to guarantee a constant temperature), Hybrid Monte Carlo (a
combination of Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics, where the molecular dynamics part
acts as the event generator), and Brownian dynamics (additive Langevin forces simulate the
coupling to a heat bath). Also a Hoover thermostat has been implemented. The simulations reported on below were performed using pure molecular dynamics with the Hoover
thermostat active. A number of parameters relevant to all these runs is given in Tab. I.

Interaction between polymer bulk and solid bodies
We model the interaction between polymer and solid bodies (tools and supports) solely
by the repulsive (r;12) part of the Lennard{Jones potential. Moreover, we use the same
parameters (energy scale  and length scale ) as in the polymer bulk. At rst glance, such
an approach might not look appropriate at all and it certainly needs some justi cation. Our
3

TABLE I. Parameters of the polyethylene model.
Lennard{Jones energy, 
8:3027 10;22 J
Lennard{Jones length, 
380 pm
monomer mass (CH2 group), m
2:3248 10;26 kg
unit of temperature, =kB
60.1357 K
3
unit of mass density, m=
423.6687 kg=m3
;

1
=
2
unit of time, m2 =
2.0108 ps
1
=2
unit of velocity, (=m)
188.9822 m/s
unit of force, =
2.1849 pN
2
unit of spring constant, =
5:7498 10;3 N/m
unit of pressure, =3
151.3103 bar
temperature, T
361 K
bond length, l0
152 pm
spring constant (bond length), kb
5:7498 101 N/m
bending constant (bond angle), k
8:3027 10;19 J
simulation time step, t
2.0108 fs
external force on tool, F
0.25 nN
box depth (y)
6.1 nm
box heigth (z) (accessible, not lled)
15.2 nm
equilibrium lm thickness
7.5 nm












5.18 meV
3.8 
A
14 atomic units
0.4237 g=cm3
1.36 meV=
A
0.36 meV=
A2
0.09 meV=
A3
1.52 
A
3.59 eV=
A2
5.18 eV
0.16 eV=
A

61 A
152 
A
75 
A


main argument is that we are just interested in what is independent of speci c interaction
models. Of course this presupposes that there are aspects of nano{deformation which do not
depend on details like the exact potentials between organic molecules and metal surfaces.
Work in the latter direction has been carried out by others [3], and it is certainly the next
step to utilize their results. However, we are here concerned with issues which we think are
both fundamental to the problem of nano{deformation and merely geometrical in nature.
We want to observe what happens on a nano{scale if a material like polymer is displaced
through the invasion of a compact body with a given shape. Within this approach, we
cannot expect to resolve any interaction zones between polymer and tool. But what we miss
are e ects in a boundary layer on an even smaller scale which are not suspicious to dominate
the overall behaviour. One should note, however, that we are not able to model any adhesion
e ects which become important if we pull the tool out of the polymer. A straightforward
way to capture those aspects is to include the attractive part of the Lennard{Jones potential
into the modelling.
In our computer experiments, we meet two types of rigid geometries which interact with
the polymer lm: xed and movable ones. Fixed are the bottom and top plates and the
two columns which support the lm (see Fig. 1). They repell monomers but do not feel the
reaction forces. The tool, a prismatic blade, belongs to the second category and is movable.
It is modelled as a massive body of 104 monomer masses which obeys Newtonian dynamics.
The motion of the tool can therefore be naturally included into the overall time stepping
algorithm for second order dynamics (here the velocity form of the Verlet algorithm). As a
program option, the motion of the tool can also be controlled by distance [1]. This allows
4

This is a dummy figure ...
FIG. 2. A small system of width 60 
A with 8220 chains of length 60, shown 1.6 ns after the
start of the bending experiment.

This is a dummy figure ...
FIG. 3. A medium system of width 120 
A with 16400 chains of length 20, shown 0.8 ns after
the start of the bending experiment.

us to drive the tool to a certain position in the bulk and to probe the reaction forces, but
we did not use this feature here. A number of tool parameters can be varied, including the
tip radius (here we use an acute tip with a formal tip radius of zero), the tip opening angle
(here 30 degrees), the insertion force (here 0.25 nN), the tip mass (here 1:4  105 atomic units
= 2:3248  10;22 kg), and the tool's angle of attack (here straight from above). In any case,
whether by prescribed motion or under the action of an external force, pressing the tool
into the bulk adds energy to the polymer subsystem. The use of some kind of thermostat is
therefore mandatory to achieve an isothermal simulation for the polymer. In Fig. 1, a cross
section through the experiment in the x/z{plane is shown. As mentioned, the boundary
in the height (z) direction consists of repelling plates. In the lateral directions, refered to
as width (x) and depth (y), we use common periodic boundary conditions. The depth is a
neutral direction according to this setup and is exploited for additional averaging.

RESULTS FROM THE COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS
We report on computational bending experiments for systems of three di erent sizes and
refer to them as to the small (Fig. 2), medium (Fig. 3), and large con gurations. Simulation
parameters which apply to all systems have been summarized in Tab. I. The systems di er
in their width and the number of monomers considered. For each size, results for chains
built from 20 and 40 monomers (small system also 60 monomers) are available. Note that
for each con guration size, we keep the number of monomers constant, so going to longer
5

TABLE II. The various simulated polyethylene systems.
Small polyethylene system.
number of chains (chainlengths 20, 40, and 60)
number of monomers
box width (x)
total simulation time
Medium polyethylene system.
number of chains (chainlengths 20 and 40)
number of monomers
box width (x)
total simulation time
Large polyethylene system.
number of chains (chainlengths 20 and 40)
number of monomers
box width (x)
total simulation time

410, 205, and 137
8200
61 
A
4 ns


820 and 410
16400
122 
A
1 ns


1640 and 820
32800
243 
A
? ns


chains means a reduction in the chain number. More details are given in Tab. II.

The characterization of deformation
Although the blade is driven by a force of only 0.25 nN, the polymer lm undergoes
considerable deformations, especially in the medium and large systems. In continuum mechanics, the standard method to describe any deformation is to use three{dimensional vector
elds. In order to proceed that way, one has to de ne so{called material points which can
be labeled and followed in space during the deformation history. One might think about
them as marked pieces of matter. The vector eld then encodes the di erence in position
of the material points between some reference and the current con guration. In our situation, we must be careful and cannot naively use a monomer or the center of gravity of a
polymer chain as a material point. In the deformed steady state, chain di usion processes
carry on, and material points would continue to move. Note, however, that in theoretical
treatments of viscoelasticity [4,5], one follows the motion of monomers indeed, since when
the pressure tensor is set up, one must also consider the forces which are mediated by the
polymer bonds. A practicable alternative to characterize the deformed state is to calculate
collective quantities based on the monomer positions. We proceed this way and divide the
system into slices in the width direction. In each slice, we compute the center of the cross
section,
X
1
zmonomer ;
(2)
c(x) =
N (x) monomers
in slice

as the average of the monomer z coordinates in the slice at position x (N (x) is the total
number of monomers in that slice). The set of these centers plotted over the width coordinate
6

constitute what we call the bending line. Furthermore, we consider the radius of gyration of
the cross section,
X
1
2
r (x) =
(zmonomer ; c(x))2 :
(3)
N (x) monomers
in slice

For lms with approximately constant monomer density over the height direction (and we
take that for granted), this is a measure for the local lm thickness and a plot of r(x) allows
to detect regions of lm widening and strangling. Note that both de nitions only use the
z coordinates of the monomers, since x represents the independent coordinate, and the y
direction is neutral and used for averaging. Note, however, that based on quantities which
are solely averages over single monomer coordinates (we may call this statistics on points)
we cannot decide whether elastic bending or elastic or viscous shear e ects dominate the
deformation of the polymer lm. In order to proceed, the relative positions of material
points (which de ne lines or planes in some reference con guration) must be considered. To
discern elastic from viscous e ects, we must resolve the mapping of lines and planes by the
deformation process in time.

Bending lines
A snapshot of one small con guration under bending is displayed in Fig. 2. In order
to show some layers of monomers in the total front view, each monomer ball has been
drawn with a radius smaller than its Lennard{Jones radius of 3.8 
A. The section under
the magnifying glass, however, uses this radius for the monomers. The bending lines for
small systems of various chainlengths are plotted in Fig. 4. Note the di erent scales on
both axes. For systems of width 60 
A, we nd a maximum displacement of about 10 
A,
corresponding to a ratio of 6:1. We see that the system with the shortest chains undergoes
the largest deformation and that the material is not only bent below the zero line but also
displaced to both sides of the invading tool. The di erence between chainlength 20 and
40 is more prominent than between 40 and 60. This should be compared to the behaviour
of medium systems, one of which is shown in Fig. 3. Their bending lines, Fig. 5, are
more curved, the ratio between width and maximum displacement is changed to 3:1. The
di erence between the bending lines for chainlength 20 and 40 is reduced with respect to
the small con gurations. Already from these obervations we can infer that with the small
con gurations we merely perform indentation experiments [6], at least for an applied force
of 0.25 nN. Due to the aspect ratio of the small systems, there is little space for material
displacement between the two support columns. On the other hand, for the medium systems,
a look at Fig. 3 suggests that the deformation is mainly limited by the constraint imposed
by the lower plate (which repells the polymer). We have already exceeded the terminal
relaxation time [7], and the polymer is sheared like a liquid. For further simulations, we are
urged to resolve the initial, kinetic phase of the bending experiment more carefully if we
want to observe any elastic e ects in accordance with the classical notion of bending.
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FIG. 4. Bending lines for small systems.
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FIG. 5. Bending lines for medium systems.
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FIG. 6. Radii of gyration for small systems.

Film strangling
The thickness of the polymer lm locally changes under the action of the invading tool.
This can be concluded from plots of the radius of gyration over the width direction. Fig. 6
summarizes the situation for the small systems. The equilibrium value for the radius in this
plot is around 20 
A. We nd lm thickening at the sides and thinning in the center, below the
tool. This ts into our picture that these simulations correspond to indentation experiments
were material does not only move into the cavity between the support columns but also gets
displaced to both sides of the tool. Again there is a signi cant di erence between chains of
length 20 and of length 40. The longest chains show the smallest displacement e ects. For
medium systems we plot the strangling e ects in Fig. 7. They are more pronounced than
for small ones. Also observe the clearly visible thickening regions to both sides of the tool.
Above the support columns, the lm becomes thinner again. This e ect is plausible, since
for systems with larger width, the exact geometrical shape of the interacting body (tool or
support) ceases to matter and the interaction is reduced to an overall displacement e ect.

Indentation depth
The indentation depth measures the movement of the tool's tip from its starting position
just above the polymer surface into the bulk. The sign convention follows the orientation of
the height axis and the indentation counts negative if the tool moves down. In Fig. 8, we
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FIG. 7. Radii of gyration for medium systems.

show the time development of this quantity for three small systems with chainlength 20, 40,
and 60. We conjecture that the shorter the chains are, the lower lies the rst minimum of
the curve (re ecting the higher exibility of shorter chains) but the higher is the average tip
position in the steady state ( nally indicating a higher resistance against indentation of the
shorter chains). This is what also has been found in our dedicated indentation simulations
[6]. Moreover, the position uctuations may well increase with decreasing chainlength. To
clarify the connection between the tip position and the deformation of the polymer lm, we
have to think about some appropriate norm of the displacement eld. One such quantity
certainly is the maximum displacement found for some cross section (the minimum of the
bending curves). For medium con gurations, this quantity together with the tip position is
plotted in Fig. 9 for increasing time. We see that this norm of the deformation state instantly
follows the external forcing, meaning that no delay e ects which indicate viscoelasticity can
be observed on the time scale under consideration. Moreover, this gure demonstrates
that compared to small systems, the relative steady state deformation uctuations become
reduced and that the di erence between chainlength 20 and 40 disappears in the steady
state.
From Fig. 8 we can estimate that the tool moves about 20 
A in 1 ns. This corresponds
to an impact velocity of 2 m/s. Similarly, from Fig. 9 the estimate is 60 
A in 0.2 ns,
which means a tool impact with 30 m/s or roughly 100 km/h. These time scales should
be compared to certain relaxation times which characterize equilibrium di usion as de ned
in Ref. [8]. At the time 3 in particular , determined by long term equilibrium runs and
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FIG. 8. Time dependence of the tool indentation depth for small systems.
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FIG. 9. Connection between indentation depth and section displacement.
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chainlength
20 monomers
40 monomers
60 monomers

TABLE III. Simulation values for the equilibrium relaxation time 3 .
time scale 3 (see Ref. [8])
8 ps
50 ps
240 ps

tabulated in Tab. III, the mean square displacement of mid chain monomers in the chains'
center of mass system is on average the same as the mean square displacement of the center
of mass itself (the former asymptotically approaches the square of the radius of gyration
whereas the latter increases linearly in time). We see that especially for longer chainlengths
there is no strict separation of time scales (di usion and indentation dynamics), but the
polymer has some time to adapt to the constraints imposed by the tool. One is tempted to
propose a szenario with three time stages: the rst stage includes the impact process, during
the second stage, the tool performs damped oscillations around some average steady state
position (which may, however, drift on some longer time scale), and in the third stage, the
polymer bulk restores equilibrium. Note that in this paper we loosely refer to the \steady
state" as to the time when impact phenomena have faded out.

Density pro les
If a solid body invades some yielding material, besides the gross deformation also local
e ects are worth to investigate, especially if one expects some transient phenomena or local
defects leading to failure ( lm fracture or strangling). As a rst step towards an accurate
spatial resolution of the interaction zone between tool and polymer, the polymer mass density
found in shells of increasing distance from the tool's tip is plotted in Fig. 10. This plot
combines small and medium systems. For all systems, the density increases monotonically
from zero (next to the tool) to its bulk value. For the same chain length, both the small
and the medium con gurations reach the same plateau value of the density which gives us
additional con dence that the systems are large enough to observe bulk behaviour. Note
that for small systems the diameter of the shells is limited since otherwise parts of the shell
lie outside the region lled with material. For a given system size, we nd that the longer
the chains, the higher the bulk density and the steeper the ank of the density pro le. For
the medium systems, the pro les are somewhat atter, since in larger systems the material
bends down and has more room to move aside. Recall that the tool exerts a purely repelling
force with a length scale of  = 3.8 
A (which is the same as the Lennard{Jones radius of
the monomers). The plateau density has been restored at a distance of roughly 4  15 
A
which should be compared to the approximate lm thickness of 20  75 
A.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have demonstrated that the nano{mechanics of amorphous media like polymer lms
can successfully be dealt with by computer simulation. The length scale considered here is of
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FIG. 10. Radial mass density distribution.

particular interest, since we treat a number of chains large enough to constitute some bulk,
but, on the other hand, too small to justify the naive application of continuum mechanics.
We have reported on illustrative but nevertheless fundamental aspects of nano{deformation:
displacement of cross sections, lm strangling, and indentation depth. These are the rst
steps towards the kinematical characterization of the deformation process. We also took a
preliminary look at the local reaction of the material to the indentation and displayed the
mass density in the polymer bulk at increasing distance from the tool.
A step to be undertaken next is to resolve the non{equilibrium forces which emerge during
the deformation process, both in space and time. It must clari ed whether the notion of
a local deformation eld and the concept of a stress can be suitably modi ed and adapted
to the present situation. We also must be explicit about the various dynamical processes
taking place in the computer experiment (di usion, steady state deformation uctuations)
and especially about their relaxation times under non{equilibrium conditions. Of particular
interest is the relation between tool velocity and chain movement. A simpli ed picture of
the deformation process consisting of certain time stages (three of them have been suggested
above) can then be set up. Finally, the long time behaviour of the polymer system under load
is of interest. One possible criterion to monitor are the non{equilibrium forces in the polymer
bulk caused by the invading tool. For long times, these forces relax. It is highly probable
however, that slow creep processes, controlled by viscous steady state forces, carry on. After
the descriptive work is accomplished, one will be tempted to average over the granularity of
single chains and to set up a smoother model for nano{deformation. An interesting prospect
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for theoretical work is then to derive what corresponds to the constitutive equations of
continuum mechanics for such a model.
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